Inspire® 2.0
Inmate Tablet – Inspire® 2.0
The 8” Inspire® Tablet—Inspire 2.0—is a hardened inmate tablet featuring an advanced technology
platform and versatile operating program. It is a simple yet effective and secure way to increase
efficiency for facility staff while finding more ways to connect inmates to their friends and family—
a true win-win for any facility.
Built for Corrections. Build on an Android-based system, the Inspire tablet features a multi-layered
security architecture that includes five distinct elements: network security, wireless security, operating
system security, hardware security, and application security. Custom built by GTL with a secure operating system, the Inspire tablet is a corrections-grade product that offers vastly superior security over
off-the-shelf tablets. GTL built Inspire from the ground up, blending our customized unique OS with
secure, durable hardware (drop test certified under MIL-STD-810G), ensuring only GTL software can
function on the hardware and vice versa.
Future of Inmate Communications. Inspire tablets are the next generation of secure inmate
communications. For telephone calls, Inspire connects directly to GTL’s inmate telephone system via the
secure wireless network, which means inmates will have a seamless transition from the traditional
inmate phone and investigators will have the same analytical tools available—and as inmates make
more calls from the privacy of their living quarters, investigators will have more opportunities to gather
actionable intelligence. Inmates will also be able to send email-like messages via GTL’s instant messaging solution, which increases communication with their friends and family members and enables facilities to read all messages before releasing them to the inmates.
More Than Just a Phone. Most facilities start with GTL’s Inspire tablet program to provide wireless calling
for the inmate population, however there are opportunities to utilize the full capabilities of the Inspire
solution as correctional facilities become comfortable with the technology. The Inspire solution gives
inmates the opportunity to build self-reliance and self-esteem through applications capable of providing
educational programs, streaming music, email-like messages, games, eBooks, commissary ordering, FM
radio, and electronic requests or grievances. By providing these extended capabilities in a correctional
facility, the Inspire tablets can introduce powerful incentives for promoting positive behavior within the
inmate population.

Specifications
CPU

RK3128 Quad-Core Cortex A7 1.3 GHz

GPU

Mali-400 MP2

Display

1280 x 800 pixels 8” IPS display

Network

Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n; Dual-band 2.4GHz/5GHz

RAM

2GB

Flash Memory

32GB

Battery

3.7V 8000 mAh Battery in Isolated Case; Up to 8 hours of screen time

Power Connection

AC 5V 1.5A barrel style power port

Data Connection

Micro USB 2.0 port (data only; no charging capabilities)

Audio Jack

3.5mm RCA Jack Audio In/Out

External Housing

Clear, Corrections Grade Housing Drop-Tested to MIL-STD-810G

Buttons

On/Off button; Volume +/- button

OS

Proprietery GTL OS built on Android v5.1; Signed, encrypted bootloader

Audio Formats

MP3, WMA, MP2, OGG, AAC, M4A, MA4, FLAC, APE, 3GP, WAV

Video Formats

MPEG1, MPEG2, MPEG4 SP/ASP GMC, XVID, H.263, H.264 BP/MP/HP, WMV7/8,
WMV9/VC1 BP/MP/AP, VP6/8, AVS, JPEG/MJPEG up to 1080p 60fps

Power adapter

Clear, 6’, one piece power adapter with barrel style connector

Headphones

HD earbud/mic combo. Includes 3 sizes of silicon eartips

Camera

2.0 megapixel front-facing camera

Radio

FM Radio

Warranty

1 Year Limited
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